
A 3 day retreat in Johannesburg, South Africa
Sunday July 21th 16.00 – Wednesday July 24th 12.00 (SAST) 2024

Led by Nicholas Janni
assisted by Hadassa Degani

organized by Shine and Matrix Development

Programme overview
We are living in critically challenging times, organisationally and societally.

This is a unique opportunity to work intensively with two master consultants in a small group of no more than 
20 senior leaders. First time in South Africa in a quiet venue in Johannesburg area.

In this retreat you will be supported to break through to new levels of yourself, your leadership  
and your impact as a change, transformation catalyst.

You will discover the power of bringing all parts of yourself to the table in cohesion – body, mind, heart 
and soul, thus activating the ‘whole-self intelligence’ that is needed to navigate and contribute in the most 
positive way to your life, to your organisation, and to the world in these increasingly unstable  
and dangerous times.

You will learn to be the enabler of individual and team transformation in an entirely new way.

Nicholas Janni
Nicholas has been guiding CEO’s, senior leaders and their teams 
for 25 years. He teaches at two of the world’s leading business 
schools, pioneering a new vision and practice  
of leadership.

He bridges the worlds of creative, personal, spiritual  
and professional development in a uniquely powerful,  
relevant and accessible way.

“In my decades developing executives at top business schools, Nicholas Janni’s work has consistently 
been the most transformational I have witnessed. He is the linchpin of every program I direct.  
Given the existential challenges we face, there is no book that is more important and timely.” 

Michael Watkins, author of The First 90 Days says of Nicholas’s work:

LEADER AS HEALER



The work is based on Nicholas Janni’s  
groundbreaking methodology  
and principles covered in his book

Leader as Healer – a new paradigm  
for 21st century leadership 

The Business Book Awards 2023 
Business Book of the Year

Link to BBC World Business Report interview: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qlal1h5Yxcw

Who is the programme for?
Anyone in a senior leadership position in any sector who:
∙ Recognises the call to upgrade the consciousness and practice of leadership
∙ Feels the need to discover new, more effortless sources of energy, inspiration and clarity
∙ Wants to become a more powerful catalyzer of change and/or transformation
∙ Is looking for the theory, processes and practices that enable this
∙  Understands that their own process of development must include some healing of the personal, 

ancestral and collective trauma patterns within them
∙ Wants to deepen their meditation and mindfulness practices
∙ Wishes to be part of a growing global community devoted to developing optimum leadership

Assisted by
Hadassa Degani is the founder of Tree of Healing, deeply committed 
to the art of healing and transformation. She specializes in 
leveraging Chinese medicine, organizational coaching, and 
mentoring to facilitate positive changes in the lives of both 
children and adults.

She provides personal, professional and spiritual guidance, 
working somatically, emotionally and psychologically in all stages 
and phases of a person’s development.

Hadassa also works with adults and soldiers grappling with ‘hot 
trauma’ as well as post-traumatic stress disorders.

She has been a core member of Nicholas’ team for the past ten years

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qlal1h5Yxcw


Enrollment and logistics
∙ Fee ZAR 32,000 exclusive VAT
∙ Fee includes workshop fee, single occupancy accommodation at the venue and a full board
∙ Programme start: Sun, July 21st at 16.00 STSA
∙ Programme end: Wed, July 24th at 12.00 STSA
∙ The programme will be limited to 20 participants
∙ Location: Little Tuscany Boutique Hotel, Johannesburg, South Africa https://

littletuscany.co.za/
∙ Registration upon payment of the fee via this link: https://www.shine.global/events
∙ If you have any questions please contact connect@shine.global or us@thematrixdevelopment.com

“At this most pivotal time in human history the challenge leaders face is way beyond VUCA.  
The challenge for leaders today is to righten civilization, to literally re-invent society from the ground 
up; From first principle—Unity; From zero point. The current order is imploding. It no longer works.  
We know that going back to normal is a catastrophe. Leadership is now compelled to take responsibili-
ty for the welfare of the whole planet.“

Bob Anderson, co-founder The Leadership Circle

https://littletuscany.co.za/

